
Ref: 062132 Apartment Costa del Sol, San Pedro de Alcántara

Built: 120 m²
Terrace: 25 m²
Parking spaces: 2

Price: 350.000€ Bedrooms: 3
Bathrooms: 2

Community fees: 1.440 €/year
Litter: 186 €/year

IBI: 980 €/year
Orientation: South

View: Sea & Mountain

Brisas del Sur No.7 Supermanzana J Nueva Andalucia 29660 Malaga, Spain Mobile: +34 600 006 613  Email: info@cardozaproperty.com

A fantastic 3 bedroom apartment on the beachside of San Pedro De Alcantara which has become an increasingly popular area to buy property for investment, living and holiday homes. This is very
easy to understand why, when you can walk to the beach in a few minutes and equally in the opposite direction to the town centre in roughly the same amount of time. The town has an abundance
of amenities such as cake shops, banks, boutiques, Health centres, gymnasiums, schools, supermarkets, restaurants et cetera. This great apartment which is in very good condition, as a bright
lounge with views directly through to a terrace area of 25 m² and the Mediterranean Sea. To the left of the lounge is the master bedroom with a good size ensuite bathroom. Also to the left of the
lounge and backing off of the master bedroom, is a hallway with the second bathroom which is shared by a further two bedrooms, also leading off of the hallway. The kitchen is a u-turn next to the
entrance of the property and has enough space to have a breakfast table. It is fully fitted with all appliances and has a nice size utility room. Outside the urbanization is gated and secure, with a large
communal pool, a childs pool and mature gardens. Unusually there are two private parking spaces in the underground carpark of this property, also next to the parking is a spacious storeroom that
can be extremely useful for storing bicycles, golf clubs et cetera. From the underground carpark there is an elevator which can be used to go directly to the fourth floor making easy access to the
apartment. This is truly a lovely apartment in a good location so please make bookings as soon as possible to save any disappointment.
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